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N Boolean variables. For a given
α = M/N is lose to the experimental

N

literals over

value of

when

threshold

lauses of exa tly

K

the problem is known to be most di ult

αc

separating the region where almost all

formulas are SAT from the region where all formulas are UNSAT. Re ent results from a statisti al
physi s analysis suggest that the di ulty is related to the existen e of a
of the solutions when

α

is

lose to (but smaller than)

αc .

lustering phenomenon

We introdu e a new type of message

passing algorithm whi h allows to nd e iently a satisable assignment of the variables in this
di ult region. This algorithm is iterative and

omposed of two main parts. The rst is a message-

passing pro edure whi h generalizes the usual methods like Sum-Produ t or Belief Propagation: it
passes messages that are surveys over
detailed probabilisti

lusters of the ordinary messages. The se ond part uses the

information obtained from the surveys in order to x variables and simplify

the problem. Eventually, the simplied problem that remains is solved by a

I.
The satisability problem is the ar hetype of
intra table in the worst

onventional heuristi .

INTRODUCTION
ombinatorial optimization problems whi h are well known to be

ase. However, experimental studies show that many instan es of satisability are surprisingly

easy, even for naive heuristi

algorithms. In an attempt to get a better understanding of whi h instan es are easy or

hard to solve, a lot of eorts have fo used in re ent years on the 'random K-sat' problem[1℄. Instan es of this problem
are generated by

onsidering

N

variables and

M = αN

lauses, where ea h

and is pi ked up with uniform probability distribution from the set of



lause
 ontains exa tly

N
K

2

K

possible

K

distin t variables,

lauses. For a given value

α, the probability PN (α) that a randomly generated instan e is SAT is a de reasing fun tion, with PN (0) = 1 and
limα→∞ PN (α = 0), whi h has been shown to approa h, as N in reases, a step fun tion hara teristi of a zero-one

of

law [2℄, or a `phase transition'. It is
using the value

αc (N )

onvenient to identify a

αc (N ) of the number of

is supposed to

rossover regime between 'SAT' and 'UNSAT' regimes

onstraints per variable where

onverge, in the large

N

PN (αc (N )) = 1/2. From numeri al simulations,
αc ≃ 4.27 [9, 10, 11, 12℄, but this onvergen e

limit, to a value around

has not yet been established rigorously. Interestingly, the performan e of algorithms is found to be mu h worse around
this value of

α = 4.27:

randomly generated instan es with

α

near to the phase transition are parti ularly di ult to

solve.
Rigorous lower and upper bounds have been found for this
lished that

limN →∞ PN (α) = 1

ase of the random 3-SAT

αlb = 3.42

onje tured satisability threshold: it has been estab-

α < αlb and limN →∞ PN (α) = 0 for α > αub . The present best bounds for the
problem (with K = 3) are αub = 4.506 (from [3℄, using the rst moment method) and
for

(from [4℄, using algorithmi

analysis). Note also the interesting algorithm-independent upper bound found

in [5, 6℄ using the se ond moment method, whi h be omes better for larger values of

K.

Re ently, some elaborate statisti al physi s methods have been brought to bear on the random satisability problem.
These non-rigorous analyti al

al ulations have put forward some interesting

onje tures about what happens in the

solution spa e of the problem as this threshold is approa hed[13, 14℄ (see also previous work in [7, 8℄). They suggest
the following overall pi ture, whi h should hold for a generi

N → ∞,

with

α

sample of the random satisability problem, in the limit

xed.

1. There exists a SAT-UNSAT phase transition at a
( ompli ated) integral equation; for

K = 3,

one gets

riti al value

αc

whi h

an be

omputed by solving some

αc ≃ 4.267

αclust separating two phases whi h are both `SAT' (in ea h of them there exists
a satisable assignment with probability 1), but with very dierent geometri stru tures:

2. There exists a se ond threshold

2

α < αclust , a generi problem has many solutions, whi h tend to form one giant  luster; the set of all
satisfying assignments forms a onne ted luster in whi h it is possible to nd a path between two solutions

3. For

that requires short steps only (ea h pair of

onse utive assignments in the path are

distan e). In this regime, lo al sear h algorithms and other simple heuristi s
This region is

lose together in Hamming

an relatively easily nd a solution.

alled the 'easy-SAT' region

αclust < α < αc , there exists a 'hard SAT' phase where the solution spa e breaks up into many smaller
lusters. Solutions in separate lusters are generally far apart: it is not possible to transform a SAT assignment

4. For

in one

luster into another one in a dierent

of this

lustering ee t, lo al sear h algorithms tend to have a very slow

luster by

hanging only a nite number of variables. Be ause
onvergen e when applied to large

N

instan es.
So far, the analyti

method used in the most re ent statisti al physi s analysis, named the

non rigorous, and turning this type of approa h into a rigorous theory is an open subje t of
Note however that, in the simpler
be

avity method[16℄, is

urrent resear h[18, 19℄.

ase of the random K-XOR-SAT, the validity of this statisti al physi s analysis

onrmed by rigorous studies [20, 21℄, and the above

lustering

onje ture has been fully

Interestingly, the statisti al physi s analysis suggests a new e ient heuristi

an

onrmed.

algorithm for nding SAT assignments

in the hard SAT phase, whi h has been put forward by two of us in [14℄. The aim of this paper is to provide a detailed
self- ontained des ription of this algorithm, whi h does not rely on the statisti al physi s ba kground. We shall limit
the des ription to the regime where solutions exist, the so

alled SAT phase; some modi ation of the algorithm allows

to address the optimization problem of minimizing the number of violated

onstraints in the UNSAT phase, but it

will not be dis ussed here.
The basi

building blo k of the algorithm,

alled survey propagation (SP), is a message passing pro edure whi h

resembles in some respe t the iterative algorithm known as belief propagation (BP), but with some
whi h will be des ribed.

BP is a generi

algorithm for

ru ial dieren es

omputing marginal probability distributions in problems

dened on fa tor graphs, whi h has been very useful in the

ontext of error

orre ting

odes [25℄ and Bayesian

networks [15℄.
While in simple limits we are able to give some rigorous results together with an expli it
belief propagation pro edures, in general there exists no rigorous proof of
provide

omparison with the

onvergen e of the algorithm. However, we

lear numeri al eviden e of its performan e over ben hmarks problems whi h appear to be far larger than

those whi h

an be handled by present state-of-the-art algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows: Se t. II des ribes the satisability problem and its graphi al representation in
terms of a fa tor graph. Se t. III explains two message passing algorithms, namely warning propagation (WP) and
belief propagation (BP). Both are exa t for tree fa tor graphs. Even if they are typi ally unable to nd a solution
for random SAT in the interesting hard-SAT region, they are shown here be ause they are in some sense the basi
building blo ks of our survey propagation algorithm. Se t. IV explains the survey propagation algorithm itself, a
de imation pro edure based on it, the `survey inspired de imation' (SID), and the numeri al results. In Se t.V we give
some heuristi

arguments from statisti al physi s whi h may help the reader to understand where the SP algorithm

omes from. Se t. VI

II.
We

ontains a few general

THE SAT PROBLEM AND ITS FACTOR GRAPH REPRESENTATION

onsider a satisability problem

i ∈ {1, ..., N },
negations. A

onsisting of

M onstraints. Ea h
lause a is hara terized by
with

are negated, whi h

omments.

an be

N

{xi ∈ {0, 1}} (where {0, 1} ≡ {F, T }), with
lause, whi h is the logi al OR of the variables or of their

Boolean variables

onstraint is a

i1 , ..., iK whi h it ontains, and the list of those whi h
a
numbers Ji ∈ {±1} as follows. The lause is written as

the set of variables

hara terized by a set of

K

r

(zi1 ∨ ... ∨ zir ∨ ... ∨ ziK )
where

zir = xir

if

Jiar = −1

and

zir = x̄ir

if

Jiar = 1

(1)

(note that a positive literal is represented by a negative

xi ∈ {0, 1} whi h is su h that all the M
x = (x1 , ..., xN ) as the number of violated lauses.

problem is to nd whether there exists an assignment of the
We dene the total

ost

C

of a

onguration

In what follows we shall adopt the fa tor graph representation [23℄ of the SAT problem.

J ).

The

lauses are true.

This representation is

onvenient be ause it provides an easy graphi al des ription to the message passing pro edures whi h we shall develop.
It also applies to a wide variety of dierent
The SAT problem
vertex in the graph,

ombinatorial problems, thereby providing a unied notation.

an be represented graphi ally as follows (see g.1). Ea h of the

N

variables is asso iated to a

alled a variable node ( ir les in the graphi al representation), and ea h of the

asso iated to another type of vertex in the graph,

M

lauses is

alled a fun tion node (squares in the graphi al representation).

3

a
1
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b
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d
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Figure 1:

6 variable nodes i = 1, .., 6 and 6 fun tion nodes a, b, c, d, e, f .
F = (x1 ∨ x̄3 ) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x5 ) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x̄4 ∨ x5 ) ∧ (x̄2 ∨ x4 ∨ x6 ) ∧ (x5 )

An example of a fa tor graph with

is en oded is:

A fun tion node

a

is

onne ted to a variable node

i

by an edge whenever the variable

xi

The formula whi h

(or its negation) appears

In the graphi al representation, we use a full line between a and i whenever the variable appearing
a
a
in the lause is xi (i.e. Ji = −1), a dashed line whenever the variable appearing in the lause is x̄i (i.e. Ji = 1).
Variable nodes ompose the set X (|X| = N ) and fun tion nodes the set A (|A| = M ).
in the

lause

a.

an be des ribed by a bipartite graph, G = (X ∪ A; E = X × A) where E is the
{Jai } needed to dene ea h fun tion node. For the K-SAT problem where ea h
variables, the degree of all the fun tion nodes is K .

In summary, ea h SAT problem

edge set, and by the set of  ouplings
lause

ontains

K

i, j, k, ..., while the fun tion nodes indi es are taken
a, b, c, .... For every variable node i, we denote by V (i) the set of fun tion nodes a to whi h it is onne ted by an
edge, by ni = |V (i)| the degree of the node, by V+ (i) the subset of V (i) onsisting of fun tion nodes a where the
variable appears un-negated (the edge (a, i) is a full line), and by V− (i) the omplementary subset of V (i) onsisting
of fun tion nodes a where the variable appears negated (the edge (a, i) is a dashed line). V (i) \ b denotes the set V(i)
without a node b. Similarly, for ea h fun tion node a, we denote by V (a) = V+ (a) ∪ V− (a) the set of neighboring
variable nodes, de omposed a ording to the type of edge onne ting a and i, and by na the degree. Given a fun tion
u
s
node a and a variable node j , onne ted by an edge, it is also onvenient to dene the two sets: Va (j) and Va (j),
where the indi es s and u respe tively refer to the neighbors whi h tend to make variable j satisfy or unsatisfy the
lause a, dened as (see g.2):
Throughout this paper, the variable nodes indi es are taken in

in

if
if

Jja = 1 : Vau (j) = V+ (j) ; Vas (j) = V− (j) \ a
Jja = −1 : Vau (j) = V− (j) ; Vas (j) = V+ (j) \ a

The same kind of fa tor graph representation
fun tion node

a

an be used for other

denes an arbitrary fun tion over the set

Xa ⊂ X

(2)
(3)

onstraint satisfa tion problems, where ea h

of variable nodes to whi h is

onne ted, and

ould

also involve hidden variables.

III.
In the spe ial

ase in whi h the fa tor graph of a SAT problem is a tree (we shall

satisability problem
The rst one,

THE MESSAGE PASSING SOLUTION OF SAT ON A TREE
all it a tree-problem), the

an be easily solved by many methods. Here we shall des ribe two message passing algorithms.

alled warning propagation (WP), determines whether a tree-problem is SAT or not; if it is SAT,

WP nds one satisable assignment. The se ond algorithm,

alled belief propagation (BP),

omputes the number

of satisable assignments, as well as the fra tion of these assignments where a given variable is set to true. These
algorithms are exa t for tree-problems, but they

an be used as heuristi

in general problems, and we rst give their

general denition, whi h does not rely on the tree-like stru ture of the fa tor graph.
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vau(j)
vas(j)
j
a

Figure 2: A fun tion node

a

A.
The basi
number

The update rule is dened as follows. Given a fun tion node

ub→j

Y

j∈V (a)\i

θ(x) = 0

if

sets relative to node

a

to a variable

a

and one of its variables nodes

arriving on all the variables

ua→i =

algorithm:

Vas (j)

j.

i

( onne ted by an edge) is a Boolean

alled a `warning'.

is determined from the warnings

where

and

Warning propagation

elementary message passed from one fun tion node

ua→i ∈ {0, 1}

Vau (j)

of the fa tor graph with the

x ≤ 0

and

θ(x) = 1

if

x > 0.





θ −Jja 

X

j ∈ V (a) \ i a


b∈V (j)\a

Jjb ub→j  ,

i,

the warning

ua→i

ording to:

(4)

This update rule is used sequentially, resulting in the following

5

WP algorithm

INPUT: the fa tor graph of a Boolean formula in
OUTPUT: UN-CONVERGED if WP has not
u∗a→i .

0. At time

t = 0:

For every edge

with probability
1. For

t=1

to

a→i

tmax

onjun tive normal form; a maximal number of iterations

onverged after

tmax

sweeps.

If it has

onverged: the set of all warnings

of the fa tor graph, randomly initialize the warnings

ua→i (t = 0) ∈ {0, 1},

e.g.

1/2.

t = tmax :

1.1 sweep the set of edges in a random order, and update sequentially the warnings on all the edges of the graph,
generating the values
1.2 If
2. If

ua→i (t),

ua→i (t) = ua→i (t − 1)

t = tmax

using subroutine WP-UPDATE.

on all the edges, the iteration has

return UN-CONVERGED. If

t < tmax

onverged and generated

return the set of xed point warnings

u∗a→i = ua→i (t):

go to 2.

u∗a→i = ua→i (t)

Subroutine WP-UPDATE(ua→i )
INPUT: Set of all warnings arriving onto ea h variable node
OUTPUT: new value for the warning
1 For every

j ∈ V (a) \ i,

empty, then

j ∈ V (a) \ i

ua→i .

ompute the

avity eld

hj→a =

hj→a = 0).

2 Using these

avity elds

hj→a ,

ompute the warning

P

b∈V+ (j)\a

ua→i =

ua→i = 1).


 P
ub→j −
b∈V− (j)\a ub→j

Q

j∈V (a)\i

θ hj→a Jja



(If

V (a) \ i

The interpretation of the messages and the message-passing pro edure is the following. A warning
be interpreted as a message sent from fun tion node

a,

telling the variable

i

that it should adopt the

(If

V (j) \ a

is

is empty, then

ua→i = 1 an
orre t value in

lause a. Thisis de ided by a a 
ording to the messages whi h it re eived from all the other variables
P
b
a
J
u
j to whi h it is onne ted: if
b∈V (j)\a j b→j Jj < 0, this means that the tenden y for site j (in the absen e of
a) would be to take a value whi h does not satisfy lause a. If all neighbors j ∈ V (a) \ i are in this situation, then a
sends a warning to i. An example of the use of WP is shown in g. 3.

order to satisfy

The warning propagation algorithm

an be applied to any SAT problem. When it onverges, this dynami s denes
u∗a→i . These an be used to ompute, for ea h variable i, the lo al eld Hi
and the  ontradi tion number ci whi h are two integers dened as:
a xed point, whi h is a set of warnings

Hi = −

X

Jib u∗b→i

(5)

b∈V (i)

ci = 1

if




X

b∈V+ (i)

ci = 0

otherwise.



u∗b→i  

X

b∈V− (i)



u∗b→i  > 0

Hi is an indi ation of the preferred state of the variable i: xi = 1 if Hi
ontradi tion number indi ates whether the variable i has re eived oni ting messages.

The lo al eld

The interest in WP largely

(6)

(7)

> 0, xi = 0

if

Hi < 0 .

The

omes from the fa t that it gives the exa t solution for tree-problems. This is summarized

in the following simple theorem:

THEOREM 1:

Consider an instan e of the SAT problem for whi h the fa tor graph is a tree. Then the WP algorithm onverges to
a unique set of xed point warnings u∗a→i , independently on the initial warnings. If at least one of the orresponding
ontradi tion numbers ci is equal to 1, the problem is UNSAT, otherwise it is SAT.

6

Corollary:

In the

Hi an be used to nd an assignment of the
alled Warning Inspired De imation or WID:

ase where the problem is SAT, the lo al elds

variables satisfying all the

lauses, using the following algorithm

WID algorithm

INPUT: the fa tor graph of a Boolean formula in

onjun tive normal form

OUTPUT: UN-CONVERGED, or status of the formula (SAT or UNSAT); If the formula is SAT: one assignment whi h
satises all

lauses.

1. While the number of unxed variables is

> 0,

do:

1.1 Run WP
1.2 If WP does not
numbers

ci ,

onverge, return UN-CONVERGED. Else

1.3 If there is at least one

ci = 1 ,

ontradi tion number

1.3.1 If there is at least one lo al eld

Hi < 0 ⇒ xi = 0 ),
the

ompute the lo al elds

Hi

and the

ontradi tion

using eqs. (5,7).

and

Hi 6= 0:

return UNSAT. Else:

x all variables with

lean the graph, whi h means:

{ remove

Hi 6= 0 (Hi > 0 ⇒ xi = 1

the

and

lauses satised by this xing, redu e

lauses that involve the xed variable with opposite literal, update the number of unxed variables}.

GOTO label 1. Else:
1.3.2 Choose one unxed variable, x it to an arbitrary value,

lean the graph. GOTO label 1

2. return the set of assignments for all the variables.

PROOF
The

of theorem 1:

onvergen e of message passing pro edures on tree graphs is a well known result (see e.g.[23℄). We give here

an elementary proof of
Call

E

onvergen e for the spe i

ase of WP, and then show how the results on

the set of nodes. Dene the leaves of the tree, as the nodes of degree

fun tion node
subgraph

a

to a variable node

ontaining

a.

i,

dene its level

This subgraph

maximal distan e between

a

Ta−i

r

1.

as follows: remove the edge

For any edge

(a, i)

and

Hi and ci follow.
(a, i) onne ting a

onsider the remaining

is a tree fa tor graph dening a new SAT problem. The level

and all the leaves in the subgraph

T(a,i)

r

is the

(the distan e between two nodes of the graph

onne ting them). If an edge (a, i) has level r = 0 (whi h means that a
ua→i (t) = 1 for all t ≥ 1. If (a, i) has level r = 1, then ua→i (t) = 0 for all t ≥ 1. From
the iteration rule, a warning ua→i at level r is fully determined from the knowledge of all the warnings ub→j at levels
≤ r − 2. Therefore the warning ua→i (t) at a level r is guaranteed to take a xed value u∗a→i for t ≥ 1 + r/2.

is the number of edges of the shortest path
is a leaf of the subgraph),

Let us now turn to the study of lo al elds and

ontradi tion numbers.

We rst prove the following lemma:
u∗a→i = 1
a
Ta→i
This is obviously true if the edge has level r = 0 or r = 1. Supposing that it holds for all levels ≤ r − 2, one onsiders
∗
an edge a − i at level r, with ua→i = 1. From (4), this means that for all variable nodes j ∈ V (a) \ i, the node j
re eives at least one message from a neighboring fa tor node b ∈ V (j) \ a with ub→j = 1. The edge b − j is at level

If a warning

, the lause

is violated in the redu ed SAT problem dened by the subgraph

.

≤ r − 2,

therefore the redu ed problem on the graph Tb−j is UNSAT and therefore the lause b imposes the value of
j to be 1 (True) if Jjb = −1, or 0 (False) if Jjb = 1: we shall say that lause b xes the value of variable
j . This is true for all j ∈ V (a) \ i, whi h means that the redu ed problem on T(a,i) is UNSAT, or equivalently, the

the variable

xes the value of variable i.
u∗a→i = 1 implies that lause a xes the value of variable
ontradi tion number ci implies that the formula is UNSAT.

lause

a

Having shown that
If all the

i,

it is

lear from (7) that a nonzero

ci vanish, the formula is SAT. One an prove this for instan e by showing that the WID algorithm generates
Hi 6= 0 re eive some nonzero u∗a→i = 1 and are xed. One then ' leans' the

a SAT assignment. The variables with
graph, whi h means: remove the

lauses satised by this xing, redu e the

lauses that involve the xed variable with

opposite literal. By denition, this pro ess has removed from the graph all the edges on whi h there was a nonzero
∗
warning. So on the new graph, all the edges have u = 0. Following the step 2.2 of WID, one hooses randomly a
variable i, one xes it to an arbitrary value

xi , and leans the graph. The lauses a onne ted to i whi h are satised
∗
orresponding subgraphs are trees where all the edges have u = 0. A lause a
∗
onne ted to i whi h are not satised by the hoi e xi may send some u = 1 messages (this happens if su h a lause
had degree 2 before xing variable i). However, running WP on the orresponding subgraph T(a,i) , the set of warnings
∗
an not have a ontradi tion: A variable j in this subgraph an re eive at most one u = 1 warning, oming from the

by the

hoi e

xi

are removed; the
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Figure 3:

8

An example of result obtained by the WP algorithm on a tree-problem with N = 8 variables and M = 9 lauses.
∗
orresponding warning u . The lo al elds on the variable are

The number on ea h edge of the graph is the value of the
thus: 1, −1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0. The satisable
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1)}. One

x1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 1, x7 ∈ {0, 1}, (x5 , x6 , x8 ) ∈

assignments are su h that
an

he k that the variables with nonzero lo al eld take the same value in all SAT

1, 2, 3, 4 are xed to x1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 1; the remaining tree has
h and i remaining, and all the warnings are u∗ = 0. The variable x7 will be xed arbitrarily. If one hooses
x5 = 1, the remaining graph leaves x8 un onstrained but imposes x6 = 1, as an be he ked by applying to it the

assignments. In the WID algorithm, the variables
only the

lauses

for instan e

BP algorithm.

onne ts j to a. Therefore cj = 0: one iteration of WID has generated a stri tly smaller graph
ontradi tion. By indu tion, it thus nds a SAT assignment.

unique path whi h
with no

One should noti e that the variables whi h are xed at the rst iteration of WID (those with non-zero

Hi )

are

onstrained to take the same value in all satisable assignments.

B.

Belief propagation

While the WP algorithm is well adapted to nding a SAT assignment, the more
algorithm is able to

and the fra tion of SAT assignments where a given variable
We

ompli ated belief propagation (BP)

ompute, for satisable problems with a tree fa tor graph, the total number of SAT assignments,

xi

is true.

onsider a satisable instan e, and the probability spa e built by all SAT assignments taken with equal proba-

bility. Calling

a

one of the

lauses in whi h

xi

appears, the basi

ingredients of BP are the messages:

• µa→i (xi ) ∈ [0, 1],
{0, 1}.

interpreted as the probability that

• µi→a (xi ) ∈ [0, 1],

interpreted as the probability that the variable takes value

is again a typi al ' avity' denition). Noti e that
for

µa→i (xi ).

P

lause

a

is satised, given the value of the variable

xi ∈{0,1} µi→a (xi ) = 1,

xi ,

when

lause

a

xi ∈

is absent (this

while there is no su h normalization

The BP equations are:

µi→a (xi ) = Ci→a

Y

µb→i (xi ) ,

(8)

b∈V (i)\a

µa→i (xi ) =

X

{xj (j6=i)}

fa (X)

Y

µj→a (xj ) ,

(9)

j∈V (a)\i

where Ci→a is a normalization onstant ensuring that µi→a is a probability, the sum over {xj (j 6= i)} means a sum
over all values of the variables xj ∈ {0, 1}, for all j dierent from i, and fa (X) is a hara teristi fun tion taking value
1 if the onguration X = {xi } satises lause a, taking value 0 otherwise.

8

µi→a (xi ) by introdu ing the number γi→a ∈ [0, 1] whi h is the probability that the
xi is in the state whi h violates lause a, in a problem where lause a would be absent (writing for instan e
µi→a (xi ) = γi→a δ(xi , 0) + (1 − γi→a )δ(xi , 1) in the ase where Jia = −1).
It is

onvenient to parameterize

variable

Let us denote by

Y

δa→i ≡

γj→a

(10)

j∈V (a)\i
the probability that all variables in

lause

a,

ex ept variable i, are in the state whi h violates the

The BP algorithm amounts to an iterative update of the messages

BP algorithm: INPUT: the fa
tmax ;

a requested pre ision

tor graph of a Boolean formula in

1. For

t = 0:

t=1

to

a

lause.

ording to the rule:

onjun tive normal form; a maximal number of iterations

ǫ.

onverged after tmax sweeps. If it has

OUTPUT: UN-CONVERGED if BP has not

0. At time

δa→i

For every edge

a→i

onverged: the set of all messages

of the fa tor graph, randomly initialize the messages

∗
δa→i
.

δa→i (t = 0) ∈ [0, 1]

t = tmax :

1.1 sweep the set of edges in a random order, and update sequentially the warnings on all the edges of the graph,
generating the values
1.2 If

δa→i (t),

|δa→i (t) − δa→i (t − 1)| < ǫ

using subroutine BP-UPDATE.
on all the edges, the iteration has

onverged and generated

∗
δa→i
= δa→i (t):

go

to 2.
2. If

t = tmax

return UN-CONVERGED. If

t < tmax

return the set of xed point warnings

δa → i∗ = δa→i (t)

Subroutine BP-UPDATE(δa→i )
INPUT: Set of all messages arriving onto ea h variable node
OUTPUT: new value for the message

1 For every

j ∈ V (a) \ i,

j ∈ V (a) \ i

δa→i .

ompute the

avity eld

γj→a =

u
Pj→a
s
u
+ Pj→a
Pj→a

(11)

where

u
Pj→a
=

Y

(1 − δb→j ) ,

b∈Vas (j)
s
Pj→a
=

Y

(1 − δb→j ) .

(12)

b∈Vau (j)
If an ensemble is empty, for instan e
2 Using these numbers

γj→a ,

Vas (j) = ∅,

the

δa→i ≡

takes value

1

by denition.

j∈V (a)\i γj→a . If a fa tor node
orresponding δa→i takes value 1 by denition.

ompute the new message:

lause) with a single neighbor i, the

u
Pj→a
Q

orresponding

As WP, the BP algorithm is exa t on trees (see for instan e [23℄). In fa t it gives a more a
sin e it allows to

ompute the exa t probabilities

µi

and gives a zero lo al eld on the other variables).

is a leaf (unit

urate results than WP

(while WP identies the variables whi h are fully
A working example of BP is shown in g.4.

and more in general for trees, BP also provides the exa t number
theorem:

a

N

onstrained,

In this example

of SAT assignments, as given by the following

THEOREM 2: Consider an instan e of the SAT problem for whi h the fa tor graph is a tree, and there exist
some SAT assignments. Then:

9

b

a
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1

1
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e
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Figure 4:
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An example of result obtained by the BP algorithm on the tree-problem with

studied in g.3. On ea h edge of the graph

onne ting a fun tion node like

(in blue, on the right hand side of the edge) and of
of g.3, one sees that all the messages

δa→i = 1,

δc→2

c to a variable

1, 0, 1, 1, 1/2, 3/4, 3/4, 1/2.

variables and

2,

M =9

lauses

appears the value of

γ2→c

(in red, on the left hand side of the edge). Comparing to the WP result

orresponding to stri t warnings, are the same, while the messages

are interpreted in WP as no warning (i.e. a null message). Using (13), the probability
equal to:

N =8

node like

These are the exa t results as

an be

he ked by

µi

that ea h variable

xi = 1

δa→i < 1
are found

onsidering all satisable assignments as

in g.3.

∗
a) The BP algorithm onverges to a unique set of xed point messages δa→i
.
b)The probability µi that the variable xi = 1 is given by:
∗
a∈V− (i) (1 − δa→i )
Q
∗
) + a∈V+ (i) (1
− δa→i

Q

µi = Q

a∈V− (i) (1

∗
)
− δa→i

.

(13)

) The number of SAT assignments is N = exp(S), where the entropy S is given by:
S =

X

a∈A

+



ln 

i∈V (a)

X

i∈X

PROOF:
The proof of

Y




Y

∗
(1 − δb→i
)+

b∈Vau (i)

b∈Vas (i)



(1 − ni ) ln 

Y

Y

∗
(1 − δb→i
)+

∗
(1 − δb→i
) −

Y

b∈V− (i)

b∈V+ (i)



Y

i∈V (a)






Y

b∈Vau (i)



∗
(1 − δb→i
)

∗
(1 − δb→i
)

(14)

onvergen e is simple, using the same strategy as the proof in se t.III: messages at level 0 and 1 are

xed automati ally, and a message at level
The probability

µi is

that one takes into a

r

is xed by the values of messages at lower levels.

omputed from the same pro edure as the one giving the BP equations (8,9), with the dieren e
ount all neighbors of the site

The slightly more involved result is the one

i.

on erning the entropy.

We use the probability measure

P (X)

on

the spa e of all assignments whi h has uniform probability for all SAT assignments and zero probability for all the
assignments whi h violate at least one

lause:

P (X) =

1 Y
fa (X) .
N

(15)

a∈A

From

P

one

an dene the following marginals:

•

the 'site marginal'

•

the ' lause marginal' pa (Xa ) is the probability that the set of variables
n
by Xa (among the 2 a possible values).

pi (xi )

is the probability that variable

i

takes value

xi ∈ {0, 1}
xi , i ∈ V (a),

takes a given value, denoted

10

For a tree fa tor graph, one easily shows by indu tion on the size of the graph that the full probability
in terms of the site and

an be expressed

lause marginals as:

P (X) =

Y

pa (Xa )

a∈A

Y

pi (xi )1−ni .

(16)

i∈X

S = ln(N ) is then obtained as
X
X
XX
X
pi (xi ) ln[pi (xi )]
(1 − ni )
S=−
P (X) ln P (X) = −
pa (Xa ) ln[pa (Xa )] −

The entropy

a

X

(17)

xi

i

Xa

Let us now derive the expression of this quantity in terms of the messages used in BP. One has:

pi (xi ) = ci

Y

µb→i (xi )

(18)

b∈V (i)
and

Y

pa (Xa ) = ca fa (Xa )

µi→a (xi ) ,

(19)

i∈V (a)
where

ci

and

ca

are two normalization

onstants. From (18) one gets after some reshuing:


X X X
X
X
X
(ni − 1) ln ci +
pa (Xa ) ln 
pi (xi ) ln pi (xi ) =
(ni − 1)
xi

i

a i∈V (a) Xa

i

Y

b∈V (i)\a

Using the BP equation (8), this gives:



µb→i (xi ) ;



XX
X X
X
X
Y
X
ln Ci→a ,
(ni −1) ln ci +
µi→a (xi )fa (Xa )−
pa (Xa ) ln 
pi (xi ) ln pi (xi ) =
(ni −1)
i

xi

where the term
one always has

a

i

Xa

(21)

a i∈V (a)

i∈V (a)

fa (Xa ) inside the logarithm has been added, taking into a ount the
pa (Xa ) ln fa (Xa ) = 0. Therefore:
X X
X
X
ln Ci→a
(ni − 1) ln ci −
S=−
ln ca +
a

(20)

fa t that, as

fa (Xa ) ∈ {0, 1},
(22)

a i∈V (a)

i

In the notations of (12), one has

ca =

1
1−

Q

i∈V (a)

γi→a

=

1
1−

Ci→a =

Q

u
u
i∈V (a) Pi→a /(Pi→a

u
Pi→a

s )
+ Pi→a

1
,
s
+ Pi→a

,

(23)

(24)

and

1
Q
.
b∈V− (i) (1 − δb→i )
b∈V+ (i) (1 − δb→i ) +

ci = Q

Substitution into (22) gives the expression (14) for the entropy.

IV.

(25)



SURVEY PROPAGATION
A.

The algorithm

The WP and BP algorithms have been shown to work for satisability problems where the fa tor graph is a tree.
In more general

ases where the fa tor graph has loops, they

an be tried as heuristi s, but there is no guarantee

11

of

onvergen e. In this se tion we present a new message passing algorithm, survey propagation (SP), whi h is also

a heuristi , without any guarantee of

onvergen e. It redu es to WP for tree-problems, but it turns out to be more

e ient than WP or BP in experimental studies of random satisability problems.

SP has been dis overed using

on epts developed in statisti al physi s under the name of ' avity method'. Here we shall rst present SP, then give
some experimental results, and in the end expose the qualitative physi al reasoning behind it.
A message of SP,

ηa→i ∈ [0, 1].

number

alled a survey, passed from one fun tion node

a

to a variable

i

( onne ted by an edge) is a real

The SP algorithm uses exa tly the same main pro edure as BP (see III B), but instead of

alling

the BP-UPDATE, it uses a dierent update rule, SP-UPDATE, dened as:
Subroutine SP-UPDATE(ηa→i )
INPUT: Set of all messages arriving onto ea h variable node
OUTPUT: new value for the message

1 For every

j ∈ V (a) \ i,

j ∈ V (a) \ i

ηa→i .

ompute the three numbers:



Πuj→a = 1 −
Πsj→a = 1 −

Π0j→a =

(1 − ηb→j )

Y

(1 − ηb→j )

b∈Vau (j)



b∈Vas (j)

Y



Y



Y

(1 − ηb→j )

Y

(1 − ηb→j )

b∈Vas (j)

b∈Vau (j)

(1 − ηb→j )

(26)

b∈V (j)\a
if a set like

Vas (j)

is empty, the

2 Using these numbers ,

orresponding produ t takes value

Y

j∈V (a)\i

V (a) \ i

by denition.

ompute and return the new survey:

ηa→i =
If

1

is empty, then

"

Πuj→a
Πuj→a + Πsj→a + Π0j→a

#

.

(27)

ηa→i = 1.

ηa→i is a probability that a warning is sent from a
∗
se tion V for details). Therefore, whenever the SP algorithm onverges to a xed-point set of messages ηa→i ,

Qualitatively, the statisti al physi s interpretation of the survey
to

i (see

one

an use it in a de imation pro edure in order to nd a satisable assignment, if su h an assignment exists. This

pro edure,

SID

alled the survey inspired de imation (SID), is a generalization of the WID algorithm III A, dened by:

algorithm

INPUT: The fa tor graph of a Boolean formula in
pre ision

ǫ

OUTPUT:

onjun tive normal form. A maximal number of iterations

One

assignment

0. Random initial

whi h

satises

all

lauses,

or

and a

'SP

UNCONVERGED',

or

'probably

UNSAT'

ondition for the surveys

If SP does not onverge, return 'SP UNCONVERGED'
∗
in order to:
onverges, use the xed-point surveys ηa→i

1. Run SP.

2. De imate:
2.1

tmax

used in SP

If non-trivial surveys ({η 6= 0}) are found,

then:

and stop (or restart, i.e.go

to 0.). If SP

12

(a) Evaluate, for ea h variable node

i,

the three 'biases'

(+)

=

Wi

(−)

=

Wi

−
0
Π̂+
i , Π̂i , Π̂i

(−)

, Wi

(0)

, Wi }dened

by:

Π̂+
i

(28)

−
0
Π̂+
i + Π̂i + Π̂i

Π̂−
i
Π̂+
i

(29)

0
+ Π̂−
i + Π̂i
(+)

(0)

= 1 − Wi

Wi
where

(+)

{Wi

(−)

− Wi

(30)

are dened by



1 −
Π̂+
i =


1 −
Π̂−
i =
Y

Π̂0i =



Y

∗
(1 − ηa→i
)

Y

∗
(1 − ηa→i
)

a∈V+ (i)

a∈V− (i)

Y

∗
(1 − ηa→i
)

Y

∗
(1 − ηa→i
)

a∈V− (i)



a∈V+ (i)

∗
(1 − ηa→i
)

(31)

a∈V (i)
(−)
(−)
(+)
(+)
− Wi | to the value xi = 1 if Wi > Wi , to the value xi = 0
(b) x the variable with the largest |Wi
(−)
(+)
< Wi . Clean the graph, whi h means: { remove the lauses satised by this xing, redu e the
if Wi
lauses that involve the xed variable with opposite literal, update the number of unxed variables}.
2.2

If all surveys are trivial ({η = 0})

, then output the simplied sub-formula and run on it a lo al sear h

pro ess (e.g. walksat).
4. If the problem is solved
found then

ompletely by unit

lause propagation, then output SAT and stop. If no

ontinue the de imation pro ess on the smaller problem (go

to 1.)

else (if a

ontradi tion is

ontradi tion is rea hed)

stop.

There exist several variants of this algorithm.
we update simultaneously all

η

In the

belonging to the same

permutation order at ea h iteration step. The algorithm
variables, one variable randomly
allows to use some restart in the

ode whi h is available at [29℄, for performan e reasons

lause. The

lauses to be updated are

hosen in the set of the x per ent variables with the largest bias.

1

variable when

B.
In order to get some

This strategy

ase where the algorithm has not found a solution. A fastest de imation

obtained by xing in the step 2.1(b), instead of one variable, a fra tion
xed (going ba k to

hosen in a random

an also be randomized by xing, instead of the most biased

f

of the

Nt

an also be

variables whi h have not yet been

f Nt < 1).
Experimental study of the SP algorithm

on rete information on the behaviour of SP for large but nite

and SID on single instan es of the random 3-SAT problem with many variables, up to

N , we have experimented SP
N ∼ 107 . In this se tion we

summarize these (single ma hine) experiments and their results.
Instan es of the 3-SAT problem were generated with the pseudo random number generator "Algorithm B" on p.32
of Knuth [28℄. However we found that results are stable with respe t to
Formulas are generated by
variables with probability

hanges in the random number generators.

hoosing k-tuples of variable indi es at random (with no repetitions) and by negating

0.5.

We rst dis uss the behaviour of the SP algorithm itself. We have used a pre ision parameter
values don't seem to in rease performan e signi antly). Depending on the range of
behaviours, for large enough

•

ǫ = 10−3

(smaller

we have found the following

N:

α < αd ∼ 3.9, SP onverges towards the set of trivial messages
are under- onstrained.

For

α,

ηa→i = 0,

for all

a−i

edges. All variables
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•

For

3.9 < α < 4.3,

initial

SP

onverges to a unique xed-point set of non-trivial messages, independently from the

onditions, where a large fra tion of the messages

Noti e that, for `small' values of
onverge.

But the probability of

N,

around

ηa→i

are in

]0, 1[.

N = 1000, one often nds some instan es in whi h SP does
α < 4.3, in reases with N . This is exemplied by

onvergen e, at a given

not
the

following quantitative measure of the performan e of the SID algorithm (whi h uses SP). We have solved several
instan es of the random 3-SAT problem, for various values of
(+)
−
ea h step the fra tion f Nt of variables with largest Wi

α and N , using the SID algorithm in whi h we x
(−)
Wi . Table IV B gives in ea h ase the fra tion

at
of

samples whi h are solved by SID, in a single run of de imation (without any restart). The algorithm fails when, either
SP does not

onverge, or the simplied sub-formula found by SID is not solved by walksat. The performan e of SID
N in reases and when f de reases. Noti e that for N = 105 we solve all the 50 randomly generated

improves when
instan es at

α = 4.24.

For larger values of

α

the algorithm often fails. Noti e that in su h

ases it does not give

any information on whether the instan e is UNSAT. Some failures may be due to UNSAT instan es, others are just
6
7
real failures of the SID for SAT instan es. Few experiments on even larger instan es (N = 10 , 10 ) have also been
su

esfully run (the limiting fa tor being the available

omputer memory needed to store formulas).

As shown by the data on the average total number of SP iterations along the su
IV B, the

onvergen e time of the SP algorithm basi ally does not grow with

N

essful solution pro ess in table

(a growth like

log N ,

whi h

ould be

expe ted from the geometri al properties of the fa tor graph, is not ex luded). Therefore the pro ess of omputing all
∗
the SP messages ηa→i takes Θ(N ), or maybe Θ(N ln N ), operations. If SID xes at ea h step only one variable, it will
2
thus onverge in Θ(N log N ) operations (the time taken by walksat to solve the simplied sub-formula seems to grow
2
more slowly). When we x a fra tion of variables at a time, we get a further redu tion of the ost to O(N (ln N ) )
(the se ond

ln

A very basi

omes from sorting the biases).
yet

omplete version of the

ode whi h is intended to serve only for the study on random 3-SAT

instan es is available at the web site [29℄. Generalization of the algorithm to other problems require some
whi h are not implemented in the distributed

V.

HEURISTIC ARGUMENTS

Survey propagation has been invented using powerful
disordered systems, notably the

on epts and methods developed in the statisti al physi s of

avity method for diluted problems [16℄. In this se tion we want to give some short

ba kground on these methods, in order to help the reader understand where SP
similar algorithms in other
whole se tion only

α

4.21

4.22

4.22

98%

84%

52%

22% 100% 100%

98%

86%

48%

100%

94%

64%

88%

98%

66%

92%

86%

66%

28%

86%

50% 22% 100%

94%

78% 32%

98%

88% 50%

0.25%

<t>

8%

4.24

100% 90% 60%

100% 78%

94% 60%

84%

0.125%

Figure 5:

4.21

100%

4.23

1.0 · 105

4.23 4.24

2%

0.5%

with

5.0 · 104

4%

1%

1369

avity method, so this

arguments.

2.5 · 104

N=
\

omes from, and maybe develop

ontexts. Unfortunately so far there is no rigorous derivation of the

ontains heuristi

f

hanges

ode.

2428 4635 7843 1238

1751

4.21

3411 8607 1204

4.22

4.23

4.24

72%

22%

100%

68%

92%
100%
1557

2573

7461

Results obtained by solving with a single de imation run of the SID algorithm 50 random instan es of 3-SAT

N = 25000, 50000, 100000

and

α = 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24.
t, and various runs

the number of unxed variables at time

f = 4%, 2%, 1%, .5%, .25%, .125%,

SID was used by xing variables in blo ks
used dierent values of

f

stopping if the formula was solved. For ea h value of

f Nt ,

taken in the geometri

(N, α, f ),

where

Nt

is

progression

we give the fra tion of the

50 instan es whi h were solved (i.e. for whi h the algorithm found a SAT assignement). The maximal number of iteration was
3
−3
taken equal to 10 and the pre ision for onvergen e was taken equal to 10
. The last row shows the number of omplete
iterations of SP averaged over the su

essful runs.
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A.

The physi al pi ture underlying the SP

onstru tion:

lustering of

ongurations

Let us start with a dis ussion of the validity of BP. As we saw in se t.III, BP aims at

omputing the marginal

xi , within the probability spa e built by all SAT assignments, ea h being given
message µa→i (xi ) used in BP an be omputed exa tly if one knows the joint probability
the variables in X = {xj , j ∈ V (a) \ i}, in the graph where lause a is absent. Using the

probability distribution of a variable
equal probability.
(a)

distribution

P

The

(X)

of

same notations as in (9), one has:

µa→i (xi ) =

X

fa (X)P (a) (X)

(32)

{xj (j6=i)}
Comparing this eq. (32) to the eqs. (8,9) of BP, one sees that BP uses an approximation, namely the fa t that the
Q
P (a) (X) fa torizes: P (a) (X) ≃ j∈V (a)\i µj→a (xj ). This amounts to assuming that the variables

joint probability

xj , for j ∈ V (a) \ i, are un orrelated in the absen e of lause a. This assumption is obviously orre t when the fa tor
graph is a tree, whi h onrms the validity of BP in that ase. In a general problem, for su h an assumption to hold,
we need two

onditions to be fullled:

•

the variables

xj , j ∈ V (a) \ i

•

there should be a single phase in the problem, or the probability measure should be redu ed to one single pure

should be far from ea h other, in the fa tor graph where

lause

a

is absent.

phase.
The rst

ondition is easily understood, and one

satisability problem. In random K-sat with
fun tion nodes have degree
large

N

K

an see that it is generi ally fullled when one

M = αN

onsiders a random

lauses, the fa tor graph is a random bipartite graph, where

and variable nodes have u tuating degrees, with a distribution whi h be omes, in the

limit, a Poisson law of mean

Kα. Lo ally su h a graph is tree like. Taking a
xj , j ∈ V (a) \ i is generi ally of order log N .

lause

a

at random, the minimal

distan e between two of the variables
The se ond

ondition is more subtle. In general a pure phase is dened in statisti al physi s as an extremal Gibbs

measure [17℄; however the standard
with

N

variables where

N ≫1

onstru tion of Gibbs measures deals with innite systems. Here we need to work

but is nite, and the

the random satisability problem, a heuristi

orresponding

onstru tion has not been worked out yet. For

des ription of a pure phase is a

luster of SAT assignments, dened as
P
{xi } and {yi } as i (xi − yi )2 .
If the distan e between two SAT assignment is smaller than a number q , they are said to belong to the same q - luster.

follows. Consider all SAT assignments. Dene the distan e between two assignments
This allows to partition the set of SAT assignments into
large

N

 large

q

q-

limit of the

lusters, where the large

N

indi ate that, in the random K-satisability problem, for
of SAT assignments: this means that one
another one, by a su

q-

lusters. One is interested in the ' lusters' obtained in

limit is taken rst. Heuristi

α < αclust (K),

statisti al physi s arguments

there should exist one single su h

<< N . In su h a
α > αclust (K) the spa e

ession of moves involving ea h a number of ips of variables whi h is

BP fa torization approximation is expe ted to be
assignment separates into many distant

luster

an move inside the spa e of SAT assignment, from any assignment to
orre t. On the other hand, for

ase the
of SAT

lusters, and the BP fa torization does not hold globally, but it would hold

ould restri t the probability spa e to one given luster α. Within su h a restri ted spa e, BP would onverge
α
to a set of messages µa→i (xi ) whi h depends on the luster α.
In this situation, the avity method uses a statisti al approa h. It onsiders all the lusters of SAT assignments,

if one

and attributes to ea h

luster a probability proportional to the number of

a − i, a survey whi h gives the probability, when
α
message µa→i (x) is equal to a ertain fun tion P (x).

introdu es, on ea h edge
probability, that the

onguration that it
a

luster

α

is

ontains. Then one

hosen randomly with this

This obje t is a probability of a probability and it is thus di ult to use in pra ti al algorithms. For this reason,
SP departs from the usual

avity method and uses a simpler obje t whi h is a survey of warnings, interpreted as

α and an edge a − i of the fa tor graph. If, in every SAT assignments of the luster
α, all the variables xj , j ∈ V (a) \ i don't satisfy lause a, then a warning uα
a→i = 1 is passed along the edge from
a to i. The
SP message along this edge is the survey of these warnings, when one pi ks up a luster α at random:
P
P
ηa→i = α uα
a→i /( α 1). So basi ally the SP message gives the probability that there is a warning sent from a to i
follows: Consider one

in a randomly

hosen

luster

luster. With respe t to the full-edged

fo uses onto the variables whi h are

avity method, this is a mu h simplied obje t, whi h

onstrained.

The experimental results on random 3-satisability dis ussed in se t.
[13, 14℄ whi h indi ate that all

ηa→i

vanish for

α < αd ≃ 3.91.

This

IV B

onrm the theoreti al analysis of

an be interpreted as the fa t that, in this

α, there are no ' onstrained lusters' (meaning lusters in whi h some of the variables are
αd < α < αc = 4.267 the theory predi ts the existen e of non-trivial messages, meaning that there

range of

onstrained). For
exist

onstrained

lusters. This is the region where SP and SID are able to outperform existing algorithms. One should noti e that the
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SID does not seem to

onverge up to the

region in the 'Hard SAT' phase,
shows that this gap

lose to

αc = 4.267: although it is very small, there remains a
where the simple version of SP/SID does not give the result. Re ent work

onje tured threshold

αc

an be redu ed by using some ba ktra king strategy in SID[34℄. Whether it will be possible to

lose the gap with generalized versions of SP/SID, while keeping a typi ally polynomial running time, is an interesting
open issue.

B.

The don't- are state

α, a variable xi an be thought of being in three possible states: either it is onstrained equal
xi = 0 in all SAT assignments of the luster α), or it is onstrained equal to 1, or it is not
onstrained. In this last situation we attribute it the value ∗. Therefore we an des ribe a luster by the values of the
N generalized variables xα
i ∈ {0, 1, ∗}, where ∗ will be denoted as the don't- are state. Su h a des ription asso iates
N
α
to ea h luster a single point in {0, 1, ∗} . It dis ards a lot of information: xi = ∗ has lost all the information on
the fra tion of assignments in the luster α where xi = 0. But it gives a simplied des ription of the luster and it
In a given

to

0

luster

(this means that

fo uses onto the

onstrained variables.

It is interesting to noti e that the SP equations
don't- are state.

γi→a ∈ [0, 1]

This

an be seen as follows.

the probability that the variable

an be interpreted as BP equations in the presen e of this extra

Borrowing the notations of the BP equations (8, 9) we denote by

xi

is in the state whi h violates

lause

a,

in a problem where

lause

a

would be absent, and by

Y

δa→i =

γj→a

(33)

j∈V (a)\i
the probability that all variables in
Let us

ompute

µi→a (xi ).

a,

lause

ex ept variable i, are in the state whi h violates the

This depends on the messages sent from the nodes

b ∈ {V (i) \ a}

lause.
to variable

i.

The

various possibilities for these messages are:

•

No warning arriving from

b ∈ Vas (i),

and no warning arriving from

Π0i→a =

Y

b ∈ Vau (i).

This happens with a probability

(1 − δb→i )

(34)

b∈V (i)\a

•

No warning arriving from

b ∈ Vas (i),

and at least one warning arriving from

b ∈ Vau (i).

This happens with a

probability



•

Πui→a = 1 −

No warning arriving from

b ∈ Vau (i),

Y

b∈Vau (i)



(1 − δb→i )

Y

(1 − δb→i )

(35)

b∈Vas (i)

and at least one warning arriving from

b ∈ Vas (i).

This happens with a

probability



•

Πsi→a = 1 −
At least one warning arriving from

Y

b∈Vas (i)

b ∈ Vau (i),



Y

(1 − δb→i )

(1 − δb→i )

(36)

b∈Vau (i)

and at least one warning arriving from

b ∈ Vas (i).

This happens

with a probability



Πci→a = 1 −
As we work only with SAT

γi→a ∈ [0, 1]

that the variable

Y

b∈Vas (i)

ongurations, the

xi



(1 − δb→i ) 1 −

b∈Vau (i)



(1 − δb→i )

(37)

ontradi tory messages must be ex luded. Therefore, the probability

is in the state whi h violates

γi→a =

Y

Πui→a /(Πui→a

+

lause

Πsi→a

a,

+

given that there is no

Π0i→a )

ontradi tion, is:
(38)

The above equations in the enlarged spa e in luding the null message, given in (33-38) are identi al to the SP
equations(27,26), with the identi ation

ηa→i = δa→i .
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Figure 6: Complexity per variable (Σ/N ) of the satisfying
at

αc

whi h is expe ted to be the

4.05

α

4.15

4.2

4.25

4.3

lusters for a given sample of size

riti al threshold for the spe i

C.

4.1

N = 106 .

The

Complexity

The above interpretation of SP using the don't- are state suggest a method to estimate the
as the normalized logarithm of the number of

omplexity vanishes

formula under study.

omplexity, dened

lusters of SAT assignments. As ea h onstrained luster
N
of SAT assignments is asso iated with a point in {0, 1, ∗} , the omplexity should be given by the orresponding
entropy, whi h

onstrained

an be estimated with the usual BP formula (14) in the presen e of the don't- are state (see ref. [35℄

for a rigorous derivation). The result, originally derived in [14℄ from a dire t statisti al physi s analysis without the
use of the don't- are state, is as follows.
The total

omplexity

Σ

an be de omposed into

ontributions asso iated with every fun tion node and with every

variable, and reads:

Σ=

M
X

a=1

Σa −

N
X

(ni − 1)Σi

(39)

i=1

where



Σa = + log 

Y

Πuj→a + Πsj→a + Π0j→a −


j∈V (a)

Y

j∈V (a)



Πuj→a 

i
h
−
0
+
Π̂
+
Π̂
Σi = + log Π̂+
i
i
i
In Fig. 6 we report the data for the

(40)

(41)

omplexity of random 3-SAT formulae of size

N = 106

and

α

in the

lustering

range.

This has been obtained with the following pro edure. One generates rst a 'random' 3-SAT formula with
N = 106 and M = 4.27 106 , using a pseudo-random number generator. The SP algorithm is run on this formula, and
4
the omplexity is evaluated from (39). Then a new formula is generated from the previous one by eliminating 10
6
(pseudo-)randomly hosen lauses, and the algorithm is run again, et ... It turns out that, for N = 10 , the resulting
urve is very `reprodu ible', in the sense that the u tuations of the

small (typi ally below

urve from one random instan e to the next are

1%).
D.

On e SP has rea hed

Interpretation of the SID algorithm:

onvergen e, we

an

ompute the total biases

sion, these numbers should be interpreted as giving the fra tion of
ourse all the intermediate

(±)

{Wi

(0)

, Wi }.

A

ording to the previous dis us-

xi is respe omputed these weights, we may distinguish three

onstrained

tively (frozen positive)/ (frozen negative)/ un onstrained. Having
referen e types of variable nodes (of

ategories of variables

lusters where the variable

ases will also be present): the

under- onstrained
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Figure 7:

2

0

1

3

3

*

1

A simple SAT problem with three variables, two 2- lauses, one 3- lause, and loops. Ea h gure gives one of the two

possible solutions of warning propagation. The number on ea h edge

(a, i) is the warning ua→i , the number next to ea

h variable

node is the

orresponding generalized state of the variable in ea h of the two ' lusters'. The SP equations for this graph have
2 2
2
an innite number of solutions, with ηa→1 = ηb→2 = x, ηa→2 = ηb→1 = y , ηc→1 = ηc→2 = 0, and ηc→3 = (1 − x) y /(1 − xy)

(−)
(0)
(+)
(−)
(+)
∼ 1, the biased ones with either Wi ∼ 1 or Wi ∼ 1, and the balan ed ones with Wi ≃ Wi
ones with Wi
(0)
and Wi
small.
Fixing a variable of ea h of these types produ es dierent ee ts, onsistently with the interpretation of the surveys.
The following behaviours

an be easily

he ked in numeri al experiments:

Fixing a biased variable does not alter the stru ture of the
onstrained

lusters and the

Fixing an under- onstrained variable has no ee t on the

E.

A summary of the main

The whole interpretation relies on the existen e, in

αc ),

below

hanges smoothly (few

omplexity.

As expe ted, xing a balan ed variable produ es a de rease very

α

omplexity

lusters are eliminated). This is the strategy used by the SID pro edure.

of

lose to

When there exist su h

N

omplexity.

ertain `hard SAT' regions of parameters (here in a window of
annot rea h a

luster from another one

variables). It would be very interesting to prove this statement.

lusters, some of them may be ` onstrained

to take the same value for all the assignments of the
identifying all these

in the

onje tures

lusters of SAT assignments, whi h are very far apart (one

unless one ips a nite fra tion of the

ln 2

lusters (in whi h ea h

luster is

lusters', in whi h some variables are

onstrained

luster. The introdu tion of the don't- are state is an attempt at
hara terized by a single point in the enlarged assignment spa e

in luding the don't- are state). SP, interpreted as BP in this enlarged assignment spa e, is an attempt at obtaining
a statisti al des ription of these
Two

onstrained

lusters.

onje tures arise naturally from the heuristi

statisti al physi s approa h and the numeri al experiments on

SP. They should hold for the random satisability problem, in the large
below

•
•

αc

N

limit, in some hard SAT window of

α

just

[38℄:

1) With probability one (on the set of initial messages), SP
2) These xed point messages
the number of

Note that for nite

onstrained

N,

ontain the

lusters

an be

there are obvious

VI.

onverges to a unique set of xed point messages.

orre t information about the

onstrained

lusters, and in parti ular

omputed as in (39).

ounterexamples to these

onje tures, as shown in g. 7.

COMMENTS AND PERSPECTIVES

When the solutions of a SAT (or more generally of a

onstrained satisfa tion problem) tend to

luster into well

separated regions of the assignment spa e, it often be omes di ult to nd a global solution be ause (at least in all
lo al methods), dierent parts of the problem tend to adopt lo ally optimal
lusters, and these

ongurations

orresponding to dierent

annot be merged to nd a global solution. In SP we pro eed in two steps. First we dene some

elementary messages whi h are warnings,

hara teristi

of ea h

luster, then we use as the main message the surveys

of these warnings. The warning that we used is a rather simplied obje t: it states whi h variables are

onstrained
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and whi h are not

onstrained. Be ause of this simpli ation the surveys

algorithm rather fast.

an be handled easily, whi h makes the

As we saw in se t.V, one might also aim at a ner des ription of ea h

elementary messages would give the probability that a variable is in a given state (∈
of all SAT

ongurations inside this given

probability distribution, when one

luster. In this

hooses a

{0, 1}), when

luster, where the
onsidering the set

ase the survey will give the probability distribution of this

luster randomly. This is more

no di ulty of prin iple in developing this extension. One

umbersome algorithmi ally, but there is

ould also think of generalizing further the messages (to

probability distributions of probability distributions of probability distributions), if some problems have a stru ture
of

lusters within other

lusters (this is known to happen for instan e in spin glasses [31℄), but the

ost in terms of

omputer resour es ne essary to implement it might be ome prohibitive.
We have presented here a des ription of a new algorithmi
general strategy whi h

strategy to handle the SAT problem. This is a rather

an also be applied in prin iple, to all Constraint Satisfa tion Problems [14, 24℄.

moment the approa h is very heuristi , although it is based on a rather detailed
stru ture of random 3-SAT. The validity of a similar

onje ture has been

problem. It would be interesting to study this algorithmi
SAT problem and the statisti al physi s study. One
dire tions, among whi h: Rigorous results on

onje ture

At the

on erning the phase

he ked exa tly in the random XOR-SAT

strategy in its own, independently from the random 3-

an expe t progress on SP to be made in the future in various

onvergen e, dierent ways of using the information

ontained in the

surveys, generalization of the algorithm to deal with

omplex graphs whi h are not typi al random graphs, use of

the generalized SP with penalty to provide UNSAT

erti ates.

The generalization of SP to generi

Constraint

Satisfa tion Problems is dis ussed in a separate publi ation [36℄.
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